John Harrison

"Serving the Stuttering Community"
SOLVING THE STUTTERING PUZZLE
I can't think of anything more exciting. For years I used to stutter. I spent the first
30 years of my life struggling with stuttering. Then I recovered. And now, because I
live in the 21st century, I can do something with this information. I can coach
people the world over on how to recover.
All it takes is a phone. Or a computer with a broadband connection.
I do coaching sessions with people in many countries including America, Australia,
Bolivia, Bulgaria, England, and Wales.
And if we're using Skype with video, it's like we're in the same room.
The goal of my coaching sessions is to help you understand what your stuttering
and blocking is really all about and then work with you to defeat it. My coaching
sessions last an hour or more and take place by phone or over Skype.
CHANGING THE SYSTEM
Most people view their stuttering incorrectly...as if it were a sprained wrist or a
broken leg.
Wrong.
Chronic stuttering/blocking is a living system that involves all of you. And like
other living systems, it tries to perpetuate itself.
I show you how to break down your stuttering system into its individual
components. We identify how these components reinforce one another. And we
build an understanding of how to create a new system that promotes freedom of
speech.
I also alert you to other resources, such as those provided by Bob and Jason.
FREE BOOK
My 600-page book -- REDEFINING STUTTERING: What the Struggle to Speak is

Really All About -- provides a broad understanding of the total stuttering system
and helps you develop a strategy for defeating it. The book has been 25 years in
the making and about five thousand copies of earlier versions have been sold
around the world.
A paper copy is available from Amazon.com. It's also available as a FREE
DOWNLOAD from the Neuro-Semantics site at –
www.mnsu.edu/comdis/kuster/Infostuttering/Harrison/redefining.html
A FEW WORDS ABOUT ME
I struggled with stuttering for 30 years and have been recovered for over 40 years.
I have 33 years' involvement in the stuttering self-help community. I spent 9 years
editing the monthly newsletter of the National Stuttering Association in America and
served as the NSA's Associate Director for over 16 years. I've also run workshops
for PWS across the U.S. and Canada as well as in nine countries on three
continents.
Career-wise, I've spent over 44 years in San Francisco as an advertising copywriter,
and over the last 10 years, I've also been a presentation coach. I do private
coaching as well as running full-day public speaking workshops for the general
public.
In short, I've had A LOT of real life exposure to the stuttering world as well as to
the larger community.
For more information, or if you'd like a free coaching session, you can get in touch
with me by email (stutterhexagon@aol.com), phone at (415) 647-4700, or by
Skype (jcharr1234).
I find it absolutely thrilling, thanks to the Internet, to be able to be helpful to
people around the world. If you feel I can be of service, I look forward to hearing
from you.
All the best,
John Harrison

